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Abstract This article presents a review of the contempo-
rary robotics research with respect to making robots and
human-robot interaction (HRI) useful for autism interven-
tion in clinical settings. Robotics research over the past decade
has demonstrated that many children with autism spectrum
disorders (ASD) have a strong interest in robots and robot
toys and can connect with a robot significantly better than
with a human. Despite showing great promise, research in
this direction has made minimal progress in advancing robots
as clinically useful for ASD intervention. Moreover, the clin-
icians are generally not convinced about the potential of
robots. A major reason behind this is that a vast majority
of HRI studies on robot-mediated intervention do not fol-
low any standard research design and, consequently, the data
produced by these studies is minimally appealing to the clin-
ical community. In clinical research on ASD intervention, a
systematic evaluation of the evidence found from a study is
performed to determine the effectiveness of an experimental
intervention (e.g., a robot-mediated intervention, RMI). An
intervention that produces a stable positive effect is consid-
ered as an evidence-based practice (EBP) in autism. EBPs
enable clinicians to choose the best available treatments for
an individual with ASD. The ultimate goal of RMI, there-
fore, is to be considered as an EBP so that they can actually
be used for treating autism. There are several criteria to mea-
sure the strength of evidence, and they are mostly geared to-
ward rigorous research design. The research on RMI, there-
fore, needs to follow standard research design to be accept-
able by the clinical community. This paper reviews the con-
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temporary literature on robotics and autism to understand
the status of RMI with respect to being an EBP in autism
treatment. First, a set of guidelines is reported which is con-
sidered as a benchmark for research design in clinical re-
search on ASD intervention and can easily be adopted in
HRI studies on RMI. The existing literature on RMI is then
reviewed with respect to these guidelines. We hope that the
guidelines reported in this paper will help the robotics com-
munity to design user studies on RMI that meet clinical stan-
dards and thereby produce results that can lead RMI toward
being considered as an EBP in autism. Note that the paper is
exclusively focused on the role of robots in ASD interven-
tion/therapy. Reviews on the use of robots in ASD diagnosis
are beyond the scope of this paper.

Keywords Robots · HRI · autism spectrum disorders ·
therapeutic intervention

1 Introduction

Anecdotal evidence from numerous HRI studies reported in
the literature suggests that many individuals with Autism
Spectrum Disorders (ASD) connect noticeably better with
robots than humans. Two recent surveys covering a vast ma-
jority of HRI studies with different kinds of robots and indi-
viduals with ASD (IwASDs) in varying contexts are avail-
able in [8,63]. Almost all of these studies demonstrate that
many IwASDs express elevated enthusiasm (e.g. increase in
attention [36], imitation ability [21], verbal utterances [35],
social activities [69], etc.) while interacting with robots.
IwASDs may even have cognitive and/or biological biases
toward robots over humans [17]. A number of recent studies
suggest neurobiological evidence in favor of such a claim.
For example, an fMRI study suggested that adults with ASD
may perceive a humanoid robot as a social interaction part-
ner the same way a typically developed adult perceives a
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fellow human being [9]. Another study showed that robotic
movements elicit visuomotor priming in children with ASD
(visual priming is a precondition for automatic imitation, a
behavior generally absent in children with ASD) [48]. A
long line of research is dedicated to the design of robots
with appropriate physical features [38,58], control architec-
tures [19], evaluation metrics [62], and HRI algorithms [7,
20] that can be used in ASD intervention.

Despite these efforts, the potential end-users of this tech-
nology (i.e., IwASDs, their caregivers, and clinicians) are
neither aware nor convinced of the role of robots in ASD
intervention [16,17]. Recently, a number of systematic re-
views and a meta-analysis of the technology-based interven-
tions for IwASDs (that reviewed the literature published be-
fore December 2011) have concluded that the robot-based
studies with IwASDs fail to meet a set of criteria commonly
observed to assess the outcome of an ASD intervention [25,
52]. The problem lies in the fact that the vast majority of
robotics research in this domain shows the ‘likability’ of
robots to IwASDs but fails to demonstrate a robot’s utility
in ASD intervention [17,36]. Demonstration of ‘likability’
is never sufficient to formally allow a robot to co-locate and
interact with a protected population such as IwASDs. The
necessity of robotics research to understand end-users’ re-
quirements and the inadequacy of current research to im-
prove the utility of robots have been discussed thoroughly
in a number of recent publications [16,17,36].

Based on these findings and observations, this paper sug-
gests that a promising way to prove the utility of robots in
ASD interventions is to establish robot-mediated interven-
tions (RMI) as an evidence-based practice (EBP) in autism.
EBP has become a benchmark for clinicians involved with
the research and treatment of autism [27,53]. The clinical
literature on ASD intervention has set up guidelines to de-
termine the strength of evidence from an experimental in-
tervention in order to consider it an EBP. On the one hand,
many robotics researchers are not aware of such clinical lit-
erature (which is an inherent challenge in cross-disciplinary
research), and on the other hand, many of the guidelines
might be difficult to directly adopt in HRI studies (a re-
search challenge thoroughly discussed in [36]). This paper,
based on an thorough cross-disciplinary survey, reports a set
of guidelines that should be observed by and can easily be
adopted in HRI studies on RMI in order to generate clini-
cally acceptable data and enhance the probability of estab-
lishing RMI as an EBP in autism. The paper then presents a
review of the existing literature based on these guidelines to
understand where the contemporary robotics research stands
with respect to making robots useful for ASD intervention
in clinical settings.

1.1 Contribution

The only article that performs a critical review of the con-
temporary literature on the clinical use of robots in ASD
therapy and diagnosis was published in a clinical journal
[17]. The article [17] reviewed literature published before
March 2011 based on four inclusion criteria; 20 articles met
those criteria. Findings from these 20 RMI were reviewed
based on the following five methodological characteristics:
1) number of participants, 2) report on diagnostic condition,
3) age of the participants, 4) matching of participants in the
case of a group-based design, and 5) the method of robot-
IwASD interaction during the study. The major differences
of our review from the review presented in [17] are: 1) this
article exclusively focuses on the use of robots in ASD inter-
vention (i.e. the use of robots in ASD diagnosis is beyond its
scope), 2) literature published between 1990 to September
2014 has been reviewed for this article, and 3) this article
presents a set of guidelines to drive the HRI research in a
direction where robots can establish their clinical utility in
ASD intervention. The guidelines, while being based on the
clinical literature on ASD intervention, considers the issues
and challenges faced by robotics researchers while design-
ing HRI studies on RMI. The article uses these guidelines
as the review criteria. It is our intention with this article to
help the robotics community understand a number of deficits
in contemporary robotics research on RMI and design HRI
studies in a way that will help to clearly demonstrate the
utility of robots in ASD intervention.

1.2 Review Methodology

The present review utilizes the following methodology.

1. The review included articles published between 1990

and September 2014 in peer-reviewed conferences, jour-
nals, or technical magazines.

2. To be included in the review, an article must have pre-
sented a HRI study where a physical robot (not a com-
puter avatar) was used in an intervention with at least
one IwASD. Such an intervention is aimed at improving
any aspect of the behavior of an IwASD, such as im-
proving a behavior related to a life-skill or eliminating
an interfering behavior, etc.

3. HRI studies whose sole focus is to gauge an IwASD’s
response (interest, aversion, etc.) to robots or particular
physical features and/or behaviors of robots were not in-
cluded in this review (e.g. the studies reported in [20,37,
58], etc.).

4. HRI studies whose sole focus is to demonstrate that
IwASDs like robots more than their typically developing
(TD) peers (e.g. the studies reported in [6,48]) or are
capable of interacting with robots the same way as their
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TD peers (e.g the study reported in [37]) were excluded
from the review.

5. In cases where an article was published in multiple
venues by the same author(s) and that presented results
from the same study, the article with the most compre-
hensive results was considered as the primary article and
was included in the review.

6. Articles whose primary focus is to describe the devel-
opment of robots, sensors, and software/algorithms that
can be helpful in RMI for IwASDs (e.g. [19,21]) were
not included in this review.

Criteria 3−6 were used to filter out articles that, we believe,
were either more focused on the robotic technology itself,
rather than the possible ways to make it useful in ASD in-
tervention, or intended to prove the ‘likability’ of a robot in-
stead of its demonstrated effectiveness. We defined these cri-
teria because we strongly believe that the robotics research
in the past decade has collected sufficient anecdotal evi-
dence to establish the fact that some IwASDs have a strong
fascination with robots. Although there are still many unan-
swered research questions (such as which IwASDs have
preferences for robot and which IwASDs do not?, Do all
robots elicit the same level of interest or a robot’s form can
modulate the level of interest?, etc.), we believe it is time to
direct research on robot-mediated ASD intervention toward
actual deployment in clinical settings to serve the clinicians
and IwASDs.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses the clinical literature on EBP. Section 3 presents
a set of guidelines to establish RMI as an EBP in autism.
Section 4 presents a review of the existing literature on RMI
with respect to the guidelines reported in Section 3. Finally,
Section 5 provides a discussion on the reviewed articles and
Section 6 concludes this article. Note that the rest of the ar-
ticle will use the terms ‘intervention’ and ‘therapy’ inter-
changeably.

2 Evidence-Based Practices in Autism and
Robot-Mediated Interventions

The concept of evidence-based practice (EBP) was intro-
duced by the field of medicine to minimize the gap be-
tween research and practice. EBPs enable physicians to
choose methods that have strong scientific evidence from
carefully controlled research studies [33]. The definition of
EBP is somewhat unique in different disciplines. The Amer-
ican Psychological Association has defined evidence-based
practice as “the integration of the best available research
with clinical expertise in the context of patient character-
istics, culture, and preferences” [2]. In the autism literature,
EBP is generally defined as “intervention practices that have
been tested in high quality research designs and found effi-

cacious.” [44]. Despite the lack of an universal definition
of evidence-based practice, definitions from diverse areas
of professional practice share the core theme that evidence
based practice require careful assessment of current research
with the goal of identifying interventions that have demon-
strated effectiveness. Thus the basic foundation of evidence-
based practice is the systematic review of evidence from sci-
entific research. With the information on the best available
EBPs, clinicians analyze the characteristics of the person
with ASD and his/her support network and apply their judg-
ment for making decision regarding interventions to con-
sider and those to avoid. EBP has become a benchmark
in ASD intervention. Clinical researchers have established
rubrics to evaluate the strength of evidence from experimen-
tal ASD interventions and criteria for considering an inter-
vention an EBP [1,28,46,54,60].

Based on these criteria many federal government
agencies (e.g., National Professional Development Center
(NPDC) on Autism Spectrum Disorders) and nationally
recognized non-profit organizations (e.g., National Autism
Center (NAC)) perform rigorous systematic reviews of re-
search to identify ASD interventions that can be considered
an EBP [70,71]. For example, a review of the research lit-
erature from 1997 to 2011 by the NPDC in 2014 yielded
27 EBPs for autism treatment [71]. Among these 27 EBPs,
a noteworthy EBP category was Technology-Aided Instruc-
tion and Intervention (TAII). TAIIs are ASD interventions
that use technologies to facilitate a positive outcome of
an ASD intervention. The term ‘technology’ was defined
as “any electronic item /equipment /application /or vir-
tual network that is used intentionally to increase/maintain,
and/or improve daily living, work/productivity, and recre-
ation/leisure capabilities of adolescents with autism spec-
trum disorders” [45]. The examples of technology included
speech-generating devices, smart phones, tablets, computed-
assisted instructional programs, and virtual networks. Un-
fortunately, no RMI was included in the review; the robot
was not considered as a ‘technology’ capable of producing
positive outcomes in an ASD intervention.

A slightly more positive picture, for HRI researchers,
can be derived from the 2009 NAC’s National Standards
report. This report yielded 33 EBPs (11 practices as ‘es-
tablished’ treatment and 22 practices as ‘emerging’ treat-
ment) for ASD after examining the literature on ASD inter-
vention published between 1957 and the Fall of 2007 [70].
Among the 33 EBPs, Technology-based treatment was con-
sidered an ‘emerging’ EBP, “although one or more stud-
ies suggest that a treatment produces beneficial treatment
effects for individuals with ASD, additional high quality
studies must consistently show this outcome before we can
draw firm conclusions about treatment effectiveness” [70].
Nineteen studies on technology-based ASD intervention,
published from 1993 to 2005, qualified to be included in
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NAC’s systematic review. However, there was only one HRI
study on robot-mediated ASD intervention (reported in [57])
that met the inclusion criteria established by the NAC; al-
though the IEEE Xplore and ACM Digital library alone pub-
lished nearly 300 peer-reviewed articles on robot-mediated
ASD intervention within 1993 to 2005. Compared to RMI,
computer-aided interventions (e.g. virtual reality programs),
also a new technology similar to robots, have quickly be-
come a promising EBP in autism [71,70]. This may suggest
a lack of efforts in the robotics community to conduct HRI
studies on robot-mediated ASD intervention that meet clini-
cal standards and generate data that prove the clinical utility
of robots in ASD therapy.

As noted above, clinical researchers have proposed
guidelines for an experimental intervention to be consid-
ered an EBP. Due to the nature of clinical disciplines, these
guidelines cover a wide range of issues and factors related
to autism. It might not be possible for robotics researchers
to directly adopt these guidelines in HRI studies on ASD
intervention. This may be because a robot, unlike all other
technologies being used in ASD interventions, is a complex
piece of technology, and many aspects of its use in ASD
interventions are not yet fully understood. For instance, pro-
cessing power, sensors, the Internet, and artificial intelli-
gence (AI) are far from being in a state where a robot can
mimic the role of a human therapist. Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ)
control [34] might still be used to explore the utility of
robots, but many questions remain regarding such control
[55], e.g., who would provide the technical and financial
support for deploying a WoZ-controlled robot in clinical set-
tings? Would an autonomous robot be able to mimic the abil-
ities of a WoZ-controlled robot?, etc .

The next section describes a set of guidelines that can
be adopted by robotics researchers to design RMI that could
demonstrate the utility of robots in ASD intervention and
could increase the possibility of RMI qualifying as an EBP
in autism. The contemporary HRI literature is then reviewed
in an effort to understand the current state-of-the art with
respect to observing these guidelines.

3 A Road Map to Establish Robot-Mediated
Interventions as an EBP in Autism

The guidelines described in this section are based on a com-
prehensive review of the clinical literature on ASD inter-
vention. Based on these guidelines, HRI studies on RMI for
ASD should be designed systematically, while focusing on
the following six methodological elements:

1. Goal of intervention: What specific clinical goal does the
study/intervention seek to achieve and why?

2. Participants: What type of participants should be al-
lowed to participate in the study?

3. Independent variables: With RMI, the robot itself and
its behaviors are independent variables. The hardware
of the robot and the supporting software/algorithm/AI
should be described with replicable precision.

4. Dependent variables: What specific ASD behaviors will
be modified by the RMI?

5. Research design: What research design is suitable to
evaluate the goal of the study given the number or type
of participants?

6. Generalization training: What is the plan to help the par-
ticipants generalize the skill trained by a robot to hu-
mans?

The following sections will elaborate on these six required
design elements of a HRI study on RMI.

3.1 Goal of intervention

The general purpose of an ASD therapy is to ensure a long-
term effect in independent functioning, health and well-
being, and quality of life for an IwASD [30]. Thus, thera-
peutic goals are designed to improve necessary life-skills or
eliminate/reduce behaviors that interfere with life function-
ing so that an IwASD can live an independent, meaningful,
and socially active life. HRI studies on RMI must develop
clinical goals that have social significance and fulfill the gen-
eral purpose of an ASD therapy. A recent meta-analysis of
six comprehensive systematic reviews on the clinical ASD
literature suggests four possible goals for ASD interventions
[30]: social (teaching life-skills required for social interac-
tion such as joint attention, friendship skills, pretend play,
social engagement, social problem solving skills, appro-
priate participation in group activities, interpersonal skills,
etc.), communication (teaching life-skills required to con-
vey information to others in a verbal or non-verbal man-
ner such as requesting, labeling, receptive and expressive
language, conversation, greetings, speech, pragmatics, etc.),
maladaptive behavior (eliminating/reducing the behaviors
that interfere with the learning or life functioning such as
aggression, repetitive behaviors, depression, anxiety, non-
functional patterns of behaviors, interest, or activity, etc.),
and academic (teaching life-skills related to school readi-
ness such as learning readiness, higher cognitive functions,
sensor and motor skills, skills required for a specific job,
etc.). Robotics researchers should consider these four cate-
gories when choosing a goal for the RMI. Whatever behav-
ior/skill an RMI aims to modify, it must be done so with
an eye toward contributing to the life and well-being of the
IwASDs.
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Table 1: Review of HRI studies on robot-mediated ASD interventions

Ref. Robot Goal Participants Method Outcome Research Genara- Findings
Yr # Diagnosis Age measure design lization

[47] NAO To teach 3 Intellectual 19− 21 1) Custom- Number Concurrent Efforts Two
from writing disabilities designed of multiple were participants

2014 Aldebaran text No or ASD of interaction: occurrences baseline made to maintained
Robotics messages inclusion participants the robot of a design generalize the learned
Inc. that criteria are provides greeting, across the skill skill after

include was confirmed response a personal participants with the inter-
at least a reported by WISC-III prompts narrative, others vention
greeting, and and a Multiple without stopped but
a personal Stanford 2) Description closing sessions the help the contri-
narrative Binet scale of materials is in the from the bution of
and a not sufficient text Descriptive robot the robot to
closing IQ: 40− 63 for messages statistics the success

replication written by is used is not clear
participants to analyze from the

the results study due
to other
confounding
variables

[56] KASPAR: Improving 24 Previously 4− 15 1) Custom- Playability Single None Some
a the diagnosed designed of the robot session participants

2014 custom- tolerance No with game-based and the seems to
built to touch inclusion autism, interaction motivation Descriptive understand
humanoid and criteria moderate of the analysis the
robot touch-based was to severe 2) Description participants of results cause-effect
with interactions reported learning of the play to play relationships
touch disabilities scenario while inter-
sensitive Improving is sufficient Number of acting with
skin the for replication tactile the robot

understanding interactions and exhibit
of cause- with the social comm-
effect robot unication
relations skills with

the robot
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Table 1: Review of HRI studies on robot-mediated ASD interventions

Ref. Robot Goal Participants Method Outcome Research Genara- Findings
Yr # Diagnosis Age measure design lization

[3] Auti: Improving 18 Autism 4− 9 1)ABA- Number of Group-based None Statistically
a social diagnosis based verbal and design significant

2014 custom skills No confirmed intervention physical increase in
built inclusion by interactions Single social beha-
pet-like Reducing criteria GARS-2 2) Description with the session viors in the
toy interfering reported of materials robot (with intervention
robot behaviors is not and without Generalize group
with sufficient for prompts) linear model
furry replication and Wald No change in
skin statistics interfering

are used to behaviors
analyze the
results

[24] Nao Improving 12 Previously 7− 10 1)Custom- Success in Group-based None Adaptive
from imitation diagnosed designed imitating design prompting

2014 Aldebaran skill No with game-based the robot is less-
Robotics through inclusion autism, interaction and the Multiple frustrating
Inc. robot- criteria no other amount or sessions for the

mediated reported diagnostic 2) Description level of participants
prompts confir- of materials prompts Descriptive than the

mation was is not required for statistics non-adaptive
provided sufficient for imitation is used prompts

replication to report
the findings

[69] KASPAR: Improving 6 Previously 8− 9 1) Custom- Gaze Single Outcome significant
a social skills diagnosed designed pattern, subject, measures improvement

2014 custom through No with game-based words reversal were in gaze
built collaborative inclusion autism, interaction exchanged, (A-B-A) evaluated pattern and
humanoid games criteria no other and design after the frequency
robot played with was diagnostic affective interven- of positive

a robot reported confir- 2) Description responses Multiple tion was affects
mation of materials sessions stopped
was is not No
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Table 1: Review of HRI studies on robot-mediated ASD interventions

Ref. Robot Goal Participants Method Outcome Research Genara- Findings
Yr # Diagnosis Age measure design lization

reported sufficient for Wilcoxon’s significant
replication matched improvement

pair in verbal
signed communi-
rank test cation
was used
for the
data
analysis

[4] Nao Comparing 12, Autism 2− 5 1) Custom- Gaze at Group-base None Results do
from the 6 with diagnosis designed the robot, quasi- not show any

2014 Aldebaran effectiveness ASD and confirmed interaction prompt level experimental statistical
Robotics of robot- and 6 TD by looking at design significance
Inc. human- DSM IV-TR, 2) Description the target, of the robot

mediated No ADOS, of materials and hit- Single over the
interventions inclusion and is not frequency session human with
to improve criteria SCQ sufficient for respect to
joint reported replication Descriptive preference
attention statistics in joint
skill is used attention

for analysis
of results All

participants
generally
performed
better in
human-
mediated
sessions
as compared
to the
robot-
mediated
sessions
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Table 1: Review of HRI studies on robot-mediated ASD interventions

Ref. Robot Goal Participants Method Outcome Research Genara- Findings
Yr # Diagnosis Age measure design lization

[51] Probo: Comparing 4, Autism 4− 9 1) Social The Level Single Outcome
a the effect selected diagnosis story (Ss) of prompt subject, measures Statistically

2013 custom- of a robot based on confirmed intervention needed to reversal were significant
built and a inclusion by generate design( evaluated improvement
elephant human criteria ADOS-G, 2) Description the ABAC/ after the in executing
like therapist ADI-R, of materials expected ACAB) inter- social skills
robot to improve and is not social vention with fewer

social DSM IV sufficient for responses Multiple stopped prompts
skills replication sessions after the
(e.g. robot-
greetings Mann- mediated
goodbye, Whitney inter-
sharing) test and vention as

visual compared
analysis to the
are human-
used for mediated
result inter-
analysis vention

[29] NAO Comparing 6, Autism 8− 14 1) ABA- Number Combined Four Both
from the selected diagnosis based of crossover follow-up robot- and

2013 Aldebaran effectiveness based on confirmed intervention self- multiple sessions human-
Robotics of a robot- inclusion by initiated baseline to mediated
Inc. mediated criteria DSM IV-TR 2) Description questions SS design monitor therapies

therapy with and of materials the were
a human- SCQ is not Multiple progress effective,
mediated sufficient sessions no
therapy to IQ> 80 for conclusion
promote replication Visual can be
the self- provided but analysis drawn on
initiated they are not of results the
question sufficient differential
asking for effectiveness
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Table 1: Review of HRI studies on robot-mediated ASD interventions

Ref. Robot Goal Participants Method Outcome Research Genara- Findings
Yr # Diagnosis Age measure design lization

ability replication of these two
therapies

[35] Pleo: Comparing 24, Autism 9− 15 1) Custom- Number Randomized None Results
a pet- the effect selected diagnosis designed of controlled show

2013 like of a robot based confirmed game-based utterances crossover statistical
toy with a human on by interaction design significance
robot and a inclusion ADOS-M3 of the robot

computer criteria and 2) Description Single as a rein-
game as a DAS-II of materials session forcer in
reinforcer is not verbal
in verbal IQ> 70 sufficient for ANOVA commu-
communi- replication and t-test nication
cation are used

for
analysis

[22] Two Using robots Case I: Autism Case I: 1)Custom- Game-play Group-based Transition Children
custom- as a neural 4 diagnosis 7− 9 designed skills: design from a engaged

2013 built orthesis to confirmed game-based eye-contact dyadic in free-
toy improve Case II: by Case II: interaction touching, Single to a game play
robots: non-verbal 11 DSM IV-TR 7− 8 posture, session triadic with the
GIPY I cognitive and 2)Description manipulation, interaction robot
and processes No CARS of materials and Chi-Square was planned
POL, inclusion is not expressing Test and to help Children
both criteria Severe sufficient for positive Spearman’s genera- used the
small and reported autism replication emotion rank lization robot
light- correlation as an
weight coefficient ‘instrument’

are used to
for analysis communicate

with adults

[66] i-Sobot Improving 16, Autism 4− 7 1) Custom- Sensory Quasi Outcome The
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Table 1: Review of HRI studies on robot-mediated ASD interventions

Ref. Robot Goal Participants Method Outcome Research Genara- Findings
Yr # Diagnosis Age measure design lization

from imitation 15 diagnosis designed integration experimental measures participant
2013 Isobot and TD and confirmed interaction and praxis pre-test were with ASD

Robot praxis 1 by test (SIPT) post-test evaluated showed
performance with ADOS-G 2) Description was used design in a improved

ASD of materials is to evaluate post-test performance
not sufficient the Multiple session in SIPT

No for replication outcome sessions score
inclusion in the
criteria ANOVA post-
reported and test

Wilcoxon’s session
signed
rank test
are used
for
analysis

[50] Robonova Improving 2, Autism 5− 6 1) Custom- Frequency Single Outcome No
from imitative selected diagnosis designed of subject measures improvement

2013 Hitech responses based on confirmed interaction imitation, reversal were in imitation
Robotics and inclusion by attention, design evaluated

social criteria CARS 2) Description and after the Some
behaviors of materials is physical Multiple inter- improvements

not sufficient interaction sessions vention in physical
for replication stopped interaction

Visual and
analysis attention
of results

[68] Probo: Comparing 20, Autism 4− 9 1) Social The Level RCT with None
a custom- the effect selected diagnosis story (Ss) of prompt 3 groups: Statistically

2012 built of a robot based on confirmed intervention needed to control, significant
elephant- and a inclusion by generate intervention improvement
like personal criteria ADOS-G 2) Description the 1 (Ss-PC), in executing
robot computer and of materials expected intervention prompt-
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Table 1: Review of HRI studies on robot-mediated ASD interventions

Ref. Robot Goal Participants Method Outcome Research Genara- Findings
Yr # Diagnosis Age measure design lization

to improve DSM IV-TR is not social 2(Ss-robot) independent
4 social sufficient for responses social skills
skills: replication Multiple in the
asking sessions intervention
questions, 2 group
eye gaze, Mann- as compared
asking for Whitney to the
help, and test is control
greetings used for group

analysis

[32] Humanoid Improving 5, Previously 19− 21 1) Custom- 11 Single None Varied
robot attention, 3 with diagnosed designed useful session individual

2012 by social ASD and with ASD, game-based and 5 responses
Yujin skills, 2 with no other interaction non-useful Descriptive to the
Robot and medical diagnostic behaviors presentation robot. No
Co. communi- conditions confir- 2) Poor are of results firm
Ltd cation other mation documentation defined conclusion

through than ASD. was of materials, (e.g. talk can be
the use reported not to, look drawn
of robots No sufficient at, joint

inclusion for attention,
criteria replication etc.)
reported

[36] Pleo: To find 18 Autism 1) Custom- Affective Group-based Outcome Significant
a pet- the with diagnosis designed responses, quasi, measures increase in

2012 like effect ASD confirmed game-based time spent experimental were time spent
toy of a and by interaction speaking design evaluated speaking
robot robot to 11 ADOS-M3 and after the

improve TD and 2) Description orienting Single human- No
communi- SCQ of materials to the session robot significant
cation No is not face of session increase
skills ( inclusion IQ> 70 sufficient for the human Paired in the
e.g. criteria replication after the t-test time of
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Table 1: Review of HRI studies on robot-mediated ASD interventions

Ref. Robot Goal Participants Method Outcome Research Genara- Findings
Yr # Diagnosis Age measure design lization

speech, reported interven- is used to face-to-
orient- tion analyze face
to-face, results orientation
etc.)

[67] NAO Comparing 4, Autism 2− 6 1) Custom- Number of Single Outcome The robot
from the effect selected diagnosis designed initiation subject measures does not

2012 Aldebaran of a robot based on confirmed imitation- with and A-B-A-C were have
Robotics and a inclusion by based without design evaluated more
Inc. human criteria DSM IV interaction prompts, after the significant

to improve duration Multiple inter- effect in
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for the
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3.2 Participants

After determining the goal of an intervention, it is impor-
tant for a RMI to define precisely the eligibility criteria for
IwASDs to participate in the study (commonly known as in-
clusion criteria). This step is important because significant
information about the treatment effect can be derived only
if all participants meet carefully designed inclusion crite-
ria. For example, a RMI to teach a social skill (e.g., pretend
play) must ensure that each participant begins with a low
level of performance in executing that specific skill prior to
introducing the RMI. Well-established diagnostic tools and
procedures should be used to evaluate how a participant per-
forms on that particular class of social skill prior to recruit-
ing him/her in the study. The type of study also influences
the inclusion criteria. For example, in the case of single-
subject design (where the focus is to compare the individual
improvement of each participant as a result of the interven-
tion) the inclusion criteria are generally less restrictive than
group based design (where the focus is on understanding the
effect of an intervention on a large population).

After participants are selected based on the inclusion cri-
teria, it is important to collect and report participants’ in-
formation. Reporting detailed demographic and diagnostic
information of the study participants is a standard practice
in clinical research. It greatly facilitates drawing statistically
valid conclusions from a study on the effect of a treatment on
a certain population. In general, a RMI should, at least, re-
port the following information about participants: 1) Age, 2)
Gender, and 3) Diagnostic information (diagnosis of autism
confirmed by at least one psychometrically solid instrument,
e.g., Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS) [64], Social
Communication Questionnaire (SCQ) [61], Social Respon-
siveness Scale (SRS) [10,11], Autism Diagnostic Observa-
tion Schedule (ADOS/ ADOS-G) [39,40], etc.). Other infor-
mation such as IQ, mental age, co-occurring medical condi-
tions, personal history, etc. can also be provided, if avail-
able, to present a complete picture of the participant pool. It
is important to ensure that participants are described using
standard terms so that any other RMI can recruit participants
of similar nature based on that description.

3.3 Independent variable

The independent variable in any RMI is the RMI itself. The
common goal of all RMIs is to show how the use of a robot
(as a co-therapist, therapist, or simply as an intervention
tool) can improve the therapeutic outcomes. There are two
important factors to consider with regard to the independent
variable: design and reproducibility. They are discussed be-
low.
1. Design: A robot-mediate intervention is a novel type of

ASD intervention only in the sense that it uses a new

tool (i.e., the robot) to replace or augment a human ther-
apist. Few recent articles [16,15] discuss possible roles
of a robot in robot mediated therapies, e.g. robot as a
sole therapist, robot as a mediator or assistant in a ther-
apy, etc. Irrespective of the role of a robot, the therapy
itself (i.e., how the robot will play its designated role to
achieve a therapeutic goal) should conform to standard,
clinically established methodologies. Close collabora-
tion with a domain expert (e.g., psychologist, behavioral
scientist, therapist, etc.) could prove useful in this re-
gard. There are a number of approaches that have proven
to be effective in ASD intervention, e.g., Applied Be-
havior Analysis (ABA) [26], Early Start Denver Model
(ESDM) [59], Structured teaching (TEACCH) [43], etc.
Use of any of such established approaches or a com-
bination of them to design a RMI will ensure, on one
hand, that the fidelity of the intervention itself will not be
questionable to the clinical community, and on the other
hand, that the robot can be seamlessly integrated in the
existing clinical practices on ASD interventions. It will
greatly enhance the probability of robots to be deployed
in clinical settings.

2. Reproducibility: Reproducibility indicates how well an
intervention can be reproduced by a third-party, given
a documentation of the intervention process and a sim-
ilar clinical population. Reproducibility, therefore, is a
crucial aspect of ASD intervention design, which could
contribute greatly to the popularity of an intervention
among broader community and, ultimately, to its assess-
ment as an EBP in autism. The important considerations
for robotics researchers to design a replicable RMI are
as follows:

– Hardware and software: It is important to provide de-
tailed specifications of all the hardware and software
used to implement the intervention, e.g. the robot,
sensors (on-board or external to the robot), robot-
control algorithm/interface, programs to activate the
sensor and collect and/or process the sensor data. If
the robot is custom-built, then the process of build-
ing that robot should be documented in such a way
that a third-party can make a similar robot based only
on that documentation. The programs for robot con-
trol should be open sourced or, at the very least, be
accessible to registered users for free.

– Settings: The physical settings where the interven-
tion was conducted, the placement of the robot
and sensors, relative positioning of the robot and
participants, etc. should be precisely documented.
For example, “the intervention was conducted in a
15mX15m room painted in white, the robot was
placed on top of a 2mX2m white table, four cameras
were installed on four walls at a height 6m from the
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ground, the participant was sitting on a chair placed
3m away in front of the robot, etc.”

– Actions: All actions required to be performed by the
robot or any other person involved in the intervention
should be documented with replicable precision. For
example: “the robot therapist executed the interven-
tion in a 1 : 1 context, 5 min per day, 3 days per
week, the robot therapist delivered a prompt 5 sec-
onds after delivering the command if there was no
response”, etc.

Reproducibility also facilitates direct comparison of re-
sults with other research on the same topic.

3.4 Dependent variables

Dependent variables are quantities of behavior which are
assumed to be modified (increased, in case of skill learn-
ing and reduced in case of interfering behaviors) by the in-
dependent variable (i.e., the intervention). Accordingly, de-
pendent variables are chosen based on their social signifi-
cance and are naturally related to the target of an interven-
tion. Dependent variables should be defined in such a way
that they clearly show strong link to the outcome measure
of the intervention. Well-defined dependent variables will
help to clearly indicate the effectiveness of an intervention.
It is a standard practice to use observable behaviors of the
participants which can be measured using crisp metrics as
dependent variables (e.g. the number of times an IwASD re-
peated a certain alphabet, in an alphabet learning task). The
dependent variables are measured repeatedly before the in-
tervention (baseline measurement), during the intervention,
and after the intervention is removed in order to clearly un-
derstand the effect of the intervention on the participants.
Accordingly, the process of measuring dependent variables
should be documented with replicable precision.

3.5 Research design

Both group-based designs and single-subject (SS) designs
are widely used for ASD-interventions in clinical research.
Group-based design (especially, randomized controlled trial,
RCT), although considered by some as the gold standard
in clinical research, might not be the only choice to prove
the effectiveness of an ASD intervention. Single-subject re-
search designs also have unique value in autism research
[27,42]. Accordingly, robotics researchers can choose ei-
ther of these two approaches for research design depend-
ing on the number and type of the participants and the na-
ture of the intervention. Irrespective of research design, one
important consideration for HRI studies is the number of
intervention sessions. In clinical research, an intervention
is inherently assumed to be a multi-session process. In the

HRI domain, however, the majority of the studies on RMI
are single-session studies where an IwASD interacts with
a robot only once for a limited time (generally less than an
hour). Changing a behavior through an intervention is a long
process, especially for a complex population like IwASDs.
It is unlikely that anyone can draw a meaningful conclusion
about behavioral change from a single-session intervention.
Consider the ‘likability’ of a robot, a major focus of many
HRI studies. Many of those studies included only a single
session of observation. Thus the likeability of the robot may
be confounded with a ‘novelty effect’ on the IwASD during
the first few sessions. Therefore, RMI should be arranged in
multiple sessions over a reasonably long period of time.

Both single-subject and group-based designs have
unique methodological characteristics and follow unique ap-
proaches to ensure proper experimental control. They are
discussed below with respect to designing RMI.

3.5.1 Single-subject design:

Single-subject (SS) designs focus on the therapeutic im-
provement of each individual who serves as his/her own
control during the study. Although an SS study might con-
sist of only one subject, three to eight subjects significantly
strengthen the external validity of the study [27]. Generally,
the guidelines for designing a SS study on RMI are as fol-
lows.

– Baseline measurement: Prior to the beginning of an in-
tervention, it is critical to establish a baseline level of
the dependent measure (the IwASD’s level of behav-
ior) being studied. It is this level of behavior that is be-
ing compared to the level achieved after the intervention
has been taken place. During the baseline phase, the de-
pendent variables are measured repeatedly at regular in-
tervals until a stable/consistent pattern is achieved. The
process of baseline measurement should be described
with replicable precision.

– Experimental control: Experimental control is critical
to nullifying threats to internal validity by demonstrat-
ing a functional relation between the independent and
dependent variables within the same participant. In a
SS-design study, experimental control is achieved when
the level of the dependent behavior changes only when
the independent variable is introduced. For example, in
a type of SS-design study known as an ABAB rever-
sal design with a single individual, the level of the be-
havior might change (increase/decrease, depending on
the nature of the study) only after treatment is intro-
duced. Moreover, the subsequent removal of the treat-
ment returns the level of the behavior to what it was
prior to treatment. Introducing treatment a second time,
along with an observed change in the level of the be-
havior, significantly improves confidence that it was the
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independent measure itself that was responsible for the
change in the dependent measure. Importantly, whether
before, during, or after treatment or the removal of treat-
ment, measurement of behavior must consist of at least
three data points. In addition to the reversal design, other
SS designs include the multiple baseline and alternating
treatments designs. In the case of a robot-mediated in-
tervention, any of these three approaches can be used to
demonstrate experimental control.

– Presentation of results: The lack of standards in HRI
studies for presenting results may be one reason their
findings are not convincing to the clinical community
on the effectiveness of robots in ASD interventions.
The demonstration of experimental control in SS-design
studies is very dependent upon the visual presentation of
the results. Thus, results from a SS-design study should
be presented in such a way that it depicts a clear func-
tional relationship between the independent and the de-
pendent variables. In other words, the results should
show that the use of a robot is clearly linked to the posi-
tive outcomes of a therapeutic intervention. Fig. 1 illus-
trates a hypothetical set of results from a single-subject
multiple-baseline-across-participants study. In this ex-
ample, the data show that the behavior does not change
until treatment is introduced. Such a design is often used
when one does not expect the removal of treatment to
result in pre-treatment levels of behavior. This is often
the case with learning new skills, such as reciting the
alphabet or counting numbers.

– Reliability of observation: Most behavioral data from
HRI studies is collected through the subjective observa-
tion of a human, whether done in real time or through
the observation of video-recorded data (also known as
behavioral coding). Thus, it becomes important to ob-
tain a second and independent set of observed data. It
is important to report the inter-observer agreement on
the coded data. The calculation through Kappa statistics
of the level of agreement between two independent ob-
servers is a popular way to report inter-observer agree-
ment.

3.5.2 Group-based design

Group-based designs have high value in autism research.
Such designs are often used when the experimental ques-
tions concern the effects of an intervention on relatively
large populations of individuals. A group-based design in-
volves at least two groups of participants. For example, if
one is asking whether or not an intervention is effective, a
control /comparison group and an intervention /experimen-
tal /treatment group are included. The intervention group
receives the RMI while the control group does not receive
any intervention or a different intervention. One might also

Fig. 1 Illustration of a functional relation between the independent and
dependent variables in a standard graphical representation of data from
a single-subject multiple-baseline across-participants study.

compare the effects of an intervention on two different pop-
ulations, such as IwASD vs. typically developing children.
Group-based designs nullify the threat to external validity
through high number of participants, preferably n > 10

[53]. Important considerations for group based design of
RMI are as follows:

– Experimental control: Experimental control is estab-
lished through comparing the results of the intervention
group with the control group. The threat to internal va-
lidity is eliminated through a number of ways, e.g. ran-
dom assignment of participants to intervention and con-
trol group (in case of RCT), group matching (in case of
quasi-experimental design), etc.

– Presentation of results: The results from a group-based
design are evaluated based on their effect size and statis-
tical significance. Accordingly, proper statistical analy-
sis should be performed on the dependent variables to
show a statistically significant difference between the
control and the intervention group. Depending on the
type of data, there are several standard statistical anal-
ysis methods (e.g. ANOVA, t-test, etc.) that can be used
for this purpose.

The issue of reliability of observation is equally applicable
to data collected using a group-based design.
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3.6 Generalization training

The purpose of generalization training in an ASD therapy
has been explained in [70] as an effort “to spread the treat-
ment effect across time, settings, stimuli, responses, or per-
sons.” In the case of RMI, the purpose of generalization
training is to train an IwASD to execute a learned behav-
ior or maintain a reduced level of an interfering behavior the
same way with humans as (s)he executed/maintained while
interacting with the robot. Generalization is an important
component of a RMI as there exists a known concern that
IwASDs may fail to generalize a skill or behavior learned
through robots with other humans [17]. HRI studies on RMI
should include a plan for generalization.

4 HRI Studies on ASD Interventions: How Well They
Meet Clinical Standard

In light of the guidelines presented in Section 3, this section
presents a comprehensive review to understand the status of
the contemporary robotics research with respect to making
RMI an EBP in autism. Table 1 presents a review of the
literature published between 1990 to 2014 that meet the in-
clusion criteria of this review as outlined in Section 1.2. The
guidelines for understanding Table 1 are as follows:
– Robot: The second column of the table lists the name

of the robot used in the RMI. If the robot is commer-
cially available, the name of the manufacturer is also
mentioned. For custom-built robots, a brief description
of the type and functionality of the robot is provided.

– Goal: This column provides a brief description of the
clinical behaviors that the RMI planned to achieve.

– Participants: This column provides a brief description of
the participants. First, the total number of participants is
reported along with whether they were recruited based
on any inclusion criteria. This is followed by the diag-
nosis and the standard tools used to make the diagnosis.
Finally, the age range of the participants is reported.

– Method: This column reports the independent variable
of the study: design and reproducibility. If the study used
any standard therapeutic approach, it is reported briefly.
Otherwise, the therapy is reported as ‘custom-designed’.
With respect to reproducibility, a RMI is reported as
‘sufficient for replication’ if all three of the following
conditions are met: 1) the robot used is commercially
available, 2) the software and /or algorithms used to op-
erate the robot are open-sourced or commercially avail-
able and the way to use them are properly documented,
and 3) the physical settings used to conduct the RMI are
described in detail. Otherwise, it is reported that the ma-
terials are not sufficiently described for replication.

– Outcome measure: This column briefly describes the de-
pendent variable(s) in the RMI.

– Research design: This column briefly describes the type
of research design, the number of human-robot session
involved in the RMI, and the tools that were used to an-
alyze the results.

– Generalization training: This column briefly describes
the generalization phase, if any.

– Findings: This column summarizes the major findings of
the RMI.

5 Discussion

Table 1 shows the 22 articles published before September
2014 that met the inclusion criteria for this review. Almost
all of the articles are related to, at-least, one other published
article on the same study. In some cases, there were several
other publications on the same or a slightly different study
with a different analysis. This is particularly true for the
studies that use custom-built robots (e.g. KASPAR, Probo,
Robota, FACE, etc.). Articles were published in a variety
of venues, not merely in conference proceedings or journals
whose focus is robotics and HRI. Most importantly, some
of these articles originated from non-robotics research lab-
oratories [3,22,47]. These are indications that the potential
of robots as a tool for ASD intervention is attracting non-
robotics researchers.

One important trend to note in Table 1 is that a majority
of the articles (19 out of 22) that met our inclusion criteria
were published after 2010. A vast majority of HRI studies
on RMI published prior to 2010 were not included in this
review primarily because their focus was to investigate ei-
ther the ‘likability’ of a robot or the features/characteristics
of a robot that trigger interest in IwASDs. An increasing
number of publications in recent years is a good sign that
more and more robotics research is now focused on proving
the effectiveness of a robot in ASD intervention, which will
eventually may help RMI to be an EBP in autism.

Overall, the studies also show much promise for RMI.
Although none of the studies reviewed here claimed that
their RMI was definitively able to teach/modify a behav-
ior, many studies reported significant improvement (often,
through statistical validation) of the participants’ target be-
havior during or after the RMI [3,23,35,47,51,68,69]. It
should be noted, however, that the quality of this evidence
could be significantly increased through rigorous research
design so that it reaches the status where RMI can be con-
sidered an EBP in autism.

The rest of this section will provide an overall discus-
sion of the research reported in Table 1 based on the design
guidelines presented in Section 3.
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5.1 Goal of Intervention

HRI researchers historically have focused on
skills/behaviors related to social and communication
deficits (specific behaviors under these two categories are
discussed in Section 3.1). For example, a vast majority
of RMIs focused on training imitation and turn-taking
behaviors [18,24,32,50,57,66,67], group play [23,69],
and joint attention [4]. There are some recent studies that
focused on training a number of important social and
communication life-skills and behaviors such as improving
an IwADS’s touch-sensitivity [56], teaching how to write a
text-message [47] and ask a question [29].

As discussed in Section 3.1, there are other target areas
for ASD intervention that have extremely important social
significance and could be suitable for RMI. For example,
robots could play a significant role in teaching/improving
behaviors in the academic category. Similarly, the ability of
a robot to precisely repeat actions and behaviors can serve a
significant role in teaching verbal behaviors, such as how to
initiate and/or continue a conversation in a socially accept-
able manner in different contexts of life (e.g., with peers,
with colleagues at the work place, etc.). A recent study has
also presented some preliminary results on the use of RMI
for improving cognitive flexibility in IwASD [13].

Finally, similar to the role of socially assistive robots as
a companion of the elderly and people with disabilities [31],
robots may have much potential to help an IwASD to elimi-
nate/reduce behaviors that interfere with the normal

functioning of his/her life, e.g. depression, anxiety, etc.
No RMI focuses on these target behaviors.

5.2 Participants

Recruiting participants based on well-defined inclusion cri-
teria is not a common practice in HRI research. A majority
of the studies reported in Table 1 recruited participants with-
out investigating how well they served the goal of the study.
This makes it difficult to draw any clear conclusion about
the effect of the RMI on the participants. There were only
a few RMIs published in recent years that recruited partici-
pants based on well-defined inclusion criteria [29,35,50,51,
67,68]. In addition, the practice of reporting participants’
diagnostic information also was uncommon in HRI research
on RMI. A vast majority of HRI studies reported their par-
ticipants merely as “children/person diagnosed with ASD”.
Fortunately, many more recent studies reported detailed in-
formation about participants’ demographics and diagnostic
conditions using standard tools such as DSM IV, ADOS,
SCQ, CARS, ADI-R, etc. [3,4,12,18,22,29,35,36,47,49–
51,65,66,68,67].

5.3 Independent Variable

Contemporary HRI research appears to have a major weak-
ness with respect to designing and reporting the indepen-
dent variable (i.e. the RMI itself). A vast majority of the
HRI studies relie on custom-designed therapies which may
or may not have been designed in close collaboration with a
domain-expert, thereby highly increasing the probability of
producing study data that are questionable/less-appealing to
the clinical community. A few recent studies, however, were
designed based on established approaches to behavioral in-
tervention (e.g. ABA, Social Story, etc.) [3,29,51,68]. For
example, the RMI described in [3] used a toy robot (Auti) to
promote physical and verbal interaction abilities in a group
of participants with ASD using the principle of ABA. Play-
ful movements of the robot were considered a reward for the
participants (reward is a core component in an ABA-based
intervention). The reward was offered to reinforce positive
behaviors such as gentle speaking and touching. Challeng-
ing behaviors, such as screaming or hitting, were discour-
aged through removal of the reinforcing movements of the
robot.

Reproducibility is another aspect that is almost com-
pletely ignored in HRI research on RMI. A majority of the
articles did not document the intervention materials (robot,
sensors, source-code, physical settings, etc.) in such a way
that other researchers would be able to re-create the same
intervention with the same robot or a robot of similar kind
based only on that documentation. According to our review,
there was no report of implementing a single RMI in two dif-
ferent sites by two different groups of robotics researchers.
The research reported in [56], however, presented a custom-
designed human-robot play scenario and documented it with
replicable precision (the physical settings, scoring process,
actions of both the robot and the human were discussed in
detail). The RMI in [56], however, used a custom-built hu-
manoid robot (KASPAR) which is not easy to replicate by
other HRI researchers.

5.4 Dependent Variables

The commonly used dependent variables in contemporary
HRI research on RMI are gaze (the duration or the num-
ber of times an IwASD looked at the robot during a RMI
session) [5,36,37,62,67,69], communication (number of
verbal/non-verbal communication with the robot, total num-
ber of words exchanged with the robot, etc.) [35,62,69],
affect (being in an affective state or showing affective re-
sponses to the robot) [14,19,36,58], attention (focusing on
the robot) [36,37], imitation (imitating a robot’s action or
speech) [21,37,58], and proxemics (being in a close prox-
imity of the robot) [20]. Although these variables work well
to assess the general enthusiasm expressed by an IwASD
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when (s)he is around a robot, they generally do not hold any
direct social significance and often do not provide enough
information to gauge the effectiveness of a RMI [41]. For
example, how affectionate an IwASD is toward a robot dur-
ing an intervention does not contribute anything to the core
purposes of an ASD intervention as outlined in Section 3
(i.e., improvement in independent living, health and well be-
ing, and the quality of life). Such variables, however, might
still hold social significance if they are placed within the
context of achieving a broader, socially important goal. For
example, how long a participant stares at a robot during an
HRI study (commonly known as ‘gaze at the robot’ behav-
ior) might not have any direct importance with respect to im-
proving the quality of life/health/well-being of an IwASD,
but this ‘gaze at the robot’ behavior could be a meaningful
dependent variable in an intervention that aims to teach an
IwASD how to maintain eye-contact during a social conver-
sation. Such an intervention might start with measuring the
‘gaze at robot’ behavior of the participants while having a
conversation with the robot. When the participant masters
the skill of maintaining eye-contact with the robot, the robot
gradually could be replaced with other humans (a part of the
generalization training).

There is a growing effort in HRI research to carefully
operationalize meaningful dependent variables. Some recent
studies are defining their dependent variables in such a way
that the contribution of the robot in achieving the goal of
the intervention was more evident. For example, the RMI
discussed in [23] was designed to promote turn-taking be-
haviors in children with ASD. It used the frequency of self-
initiated engagement by a participant as a dependent vari-
able and measured it before and after the intervention. This
simple, easy to measure variable provides strong indication
about the effectiveness of the RMI. Similarly, the RMI re-
ported in [3] to promote physical and verbal interactions
used the number of self-initiated and prompt-dependent
physical interactions of IwASDs as dependent variables and
measured them throughout the study. The studies reported
in [29,51,66,67] also defined dependent variables that were
linked to the intended outcome of the study, and thus they
hold important information about therapeutic outcomes.

5.5 Research Design

HRI research on RMI is very weak in this domain. Many
studies did not incorporate any standard research design.
In general, group-based design is more common in HRI
research on RMI than the SS design. The number of par-
ticipants, however, is generally less than 10 (n < 10) in
a majority of the studies that used a group-based design.
Only a few studies with group-based designs made an ef-
fort to incorporated a control group and match participants
between groups in order to ensure experimental control [4,

36,51,68]. For example, the RMI reported in [36] to investi-
gate the engagement behavior of children with ASD used an
age-matched control group of 11 participants with an inter-
vention group consisted of 18 participants. The RMI to train
join attention, reported in [4], also used an aged-matched
control group of 6 TD children with an intervention group of
6 children with ASD and showed that the intervention group
required significantly more prompt than the control group to
accurately direct attention in the experimental settings.

In the case of SS design, there were only few studies
which ensured proper experimental control through clear
demonstration of treatment effect [18,29,67,69]. For exam-
ple, the RMI reported in [67] used a single subject ABAC
design to compare the effect of a robot with a human in en-
couraging children with ASD to engage in a motor imitation
game. Single subject reversal design (ABA) was also used to
implement the RMI reported in [18,69]. The RMI reported
in [29] employed combined crossover multiple baseline de-
sign to investigate the role of robots in promoting question-
asking behaviors among children with ASD.

Lack of data-analysis standards also was observed in
the literature on RMI. A majority of the studies used de-
scriptive statistics or analysis to report their findings. Only
a few studies used proper statistical analysis (in case of
group-based design) or visual analysis (in case of SS de-
sign) while analyzing the results [3,29,35,51,66–69]. Com-
monly used statistical methods for data analysis (in the cases
of group-based design) were ANOVA, t-test, Mann-Whitney
test, Chi-Square test, Wilcoxons signed rank test, and regres-
sion.

A vast majority of the studies reported inter-observer
agreement through Kappa statistics.

Irrespective of research design, a common issue was that
most of the studies consisted of only a single session. Con-
sequently, no matter how sound the research design was or
how well the variables were defined/documented, it is ex-
tremely difficult to draw any firm conclusion about the im-
pact of an RMI on the participants. Reporting results from a
single session RMI can call into question the validity of the
consensus (among contemporary HRI literature) that robots
are liked by many children with ASD as the ‘likability’ can
be positively biased by the ‘novelty’ effect.

5.6 Generalization Training

Generalization training is not common in RMIs. Although
many studies measured the dependent variables after the
RMI was stopped in order to monitor the progress of the par-
ticipants (e.g., [18,23,29,36,50,57,66,67,69]), they did not
include any explicit plan to train the participating IwASDs
to practice the target behavior(s) with other humans and in
different contexts. Only three RMI reported in Table 1 in-
cluded a separate generalization phase where the IwASDs
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were systematically trained to practice a behavior with other
humans [12,22,47]. For example, the RMI reported in [22]
planned a triadic interaction among an IwASD, a robot, and
another human so that the participant can practice a set of
cognitive non-verbal behaviors (namely, eye contact, touch,
manipulation, and posture) with other humans. Triadic in-
teraction among an IwASD, a robot, and another human
was also used in [12] to help the participants generalize the
learned skill of social communication with other humans in
different environmental settings.

The simplest way to implement generalization training
during a RMI is fading the role of the robot gradually.
For example [23] and [41] described RMI where IwASDs
were engaged in a triadic interaction with a robot and a hu-
man. The robot was gradually removed from the interaction,
making it a dyadic interaction between the human and the
IwASD. The exact form of generalization training, however,
depends on the goal of an intervention and the type of re-
search design.

6 Conclusion

Despite a decade of research, the effectiveness of robot-
mediated interventions to teach new life-skills or eliminate
non-functional behaviors is not yet fully understood. This
may be due in part to the lack of methodological rigor in
robotics research on RMI. For the robotics community, ob-
serving appropriate methodological rigor while designing
HRI studies on robot-mediated intervention requires aware-
ness of the research standard commonly followed in clinical
research on ASD intervention, as well as a detailed sense
of how the contemporary robotics research is conforming to
such standards. This article suggests that a promising way
to prove the effectiveness of robot-mediated interventions is
to establish it as an evidence-based practice in autism. Ac-
cordingly the article reports a set of guidelines generally ob-
served in clinical research in order to consider an experimen-
tal intervention as an evidence-based practice in autism and
discusses the ways research on robot mediated ASD inter-
vention can follow these guidelines. A review of the contem-
porary HRI studies on robot-mediated intervention based on
these guidelines was then presented. The review has clearly
shown a methodological shift in robotics research on robot-
mediated intervention, where recent research (e.g., the re-
search published after 2010) is more likely to comply with
the clinical standards in research design while assessing the
effectiveness of robots in ASD interventions. However, the
number of studies that strictly adhered to all guidelines to
produce high-quality evidence in favor of the effectiveness
of robot-mediated interventions is still too low. We hope
that this article will inspire and help robotics researchers
to conduct studies on robot-mediated intervention that meet
clinical standards and thereby produce data that will enable

robot-mediated interventions to be considered an evidence-
based practice in autism.
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